Introducing The Board

Desktop Summit 2011
I am Lucas Rocha.
Hacking during her naps.

Insane!
Announced in 2010.

Plasma-like?

Good reception
Your daily records.
The Board

- Photos
- Documents
- Videos
- Links
- Voice memos
- Notes
Record anything from anywhere.

...and get organized!
All GNOME bits.

Gjs

Clutter, Mx

GTK+, GLib

Cheese, GStreamer
Demo time!
So, what next?
One more UI iteration

Designers, I need your help!
Make it searchable.
Easy access to open pages.

Jump list
Richer text editing
Misc improvements.

- Undo
- Colours, notes & label
- More ways to add content?
Warning! It's a bit broken right now :-(

Trying the app.

Fedora

openSUSE

Ubuntu (PPA)
http://live.gnome.org/TheBoardProject

Find more info here!
That's all! Any questions?

lucasr.org

Find me here!